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Campus employee arrested for student scuffle
Micheal Day jailed for disturbing the peace in March 2 run-in w i th Wesley Flowers
By Cristal Guderjahn
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

A university employee accused
of using a racial slur against a San
Jose State University student was
arrested on a charge of disturbing
the peace Thursday, said Lt. Bruce
Lowe of the University Police
Department.

Michael Day, 52, an Admissions
and Records evaluator, surrendered
at the campus police station at
8:15 a.m. and was transported to
Santa Clara County Jail 45 minutes
later.
The Santa Clara County District
Attorney’s office issued a complaint
against Day in connection with a

Rescuers fear
no survivors
from blast
Hopes dimmed
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)
Thursday for the fate of people trapped
inside the bloody rubble of a bombed federal office building, but rescuers continued to
search doggedly for any signs of life. The
FBI and police mounted a vast manhunt for
the bombers.
A full day after a car bomb caused horrific
destruction to the Alfred P. Murrah federal
building, the confirmed death toll stood at
36, including 12 children, Fire Chief Gary
Marrs said late this morning. More than 400
people were injured.
There seemed no doubt that the death
toll would rise, although no one could say
by how much.
Marrs said he didn’t know how many people remained unaccounted for, and that it
might take as long as six days to find all the
bodies in the building. He said more than 700
people have called special telephone numbers to notify authorities that they were safe.
Marrs’ assistant, Jon Hansen, said structural engineers have identified sections of
the building that would be most likely to
shelter survivors, and rescuers have refocused their search on those areas.
"We’re hoping and praying we do have
survivors," Hansen said late Thursday
morning. He noted that people have been
found alive in earthquake rubble days after
they were trapped.
No one had emerged alive from the federal building since 10:30 p.m. Wednesday, and
Mayor Ron Norick said that rescuers had
stopped hearing any sounds of life..
Dr. David Tuggle, a pediatric surgeon at
Children’s Hospital of Oklahoma, said he
believed there was only a remote chance
anyone else would be found alive.
Children’s Hospital was among several
public institutions nationwide to be evacuated Thursday after bomb threats, presumed to be the work of "copycats." More
than 1,000 people left the hospital at about
See Bomb, page 8

By Catherine lppoliti
San Jose State University’s
Controller Barbara Green was
presented with the TWIN
(Tribute
to
Women
and
Industry) award by the YWCA
March 29 at the Fairmont Hotel
in San Jose.
The award honors women
who exemplify excellence in
executive level positions and
the companies who employ
them.
Green has been the controller
at SJSU for more than a year
and oversees all the financial
reporting. "I basically collect all
the cash and spend all the
cash," Green said. "I do emergency loans, scholarships and
collection."
Bonnie
YWCA employee
Wehrli said,"The TWIN award is

for Day’s arrest Friday and notified the
employee, Lowe said.
"If a person is not a danger to society
we let them know we have a warrant
and allow them to make arrangements,
contact an attorney and then determine the time they’ll be booked," Lowe
said. "This was the same arrangement
we make with a number of people we

have warrants for."
Day was still in custody at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, said a jail information officer. His bail had not yet been set.
While in custody, Day will be fingerprinted and photographed, the officer
said.
Admissions and Records authorities
have declined to comment.

Environmentalist
slams America
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Australian speaks on Earth Day
By Blair Whitney
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Environmental studies major Kendall Hillhouse shows students from Franklin Elementary School tow to nke
paper from pulverized newspaper and water. The students were r’y.ted to SJSU oy S,grna Nii raferr.;!"

YWCA honors
SJSU financial head
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

March 2 argument with student Wesley
Flowers.
Both men claimed the other
used racial epithets in the argument
that took place outside the Admissions
and Records building after it closed.
Flowers claims he used profanity in the
argument but said nothing racial.
Campus police obtained the warrant

very prestigious. There is a very
thorough in-depth selection.
Only the top 10 percent of management are considered."
Green said her boss, Don
Kassing, nominated her. "When
the president asked his vice
president for a candidate, they
decided it would be me," Green
said. "So, I sent in my rØsumØ.
There’s certain criteria that has
to be met. There’s some real
competition."
Nomination criteria consists
of how many people the individual oversees, how significant
the candidate’s responsibility
is over his or her organization’s annual budget, how the
candidate displays leadership
and the level of responsibility
the candidate holds with the
organization.
See Green, page 5

An environmental activist came halfway around the
planet to tell a San Jose State University audience of
400 that the United States is not a civilized society.
"In Australia, medical care is free, education is free,
even the universities," said Dr. Helen Caldicott, internationally known activist. "That’s a civilized society."
Caldicott came to Morris Dailey Auditorium
Wednesday evening as the keynote speaker for SJSU’s
Earth Day celebration.
"Your (American) tax dollars don’t go to you," she
said. "It goes into the coffers of the corporations who
gay virtually no taxes."
Business and corporations are responsible for
many of the world’s environmental problems,
Caldicott said.
"I don’t believe in free speech when they are telling
you lies, like this ad front the nuclear power industry
(from the New York Times)," Caldicott said. "Rush
1.imhaugh, saying that global warming is a myth is
lying. And I think he should be banned."
The Contract with America was drawn up by the
corporations that want to undo environmental laws,
Caldicott said. "They are dismantling the endangered
species act, and health and safety standard,"
Caldicott said.
After slamming the United States. Caldicott talked
about the planet’s precarious condition.
"We are making 100 species a day extinct, when it
took them millions of years to evolve." Caldicott said.
"Maybe it would be better if we went extinct instead.
"The trees are the lungs of the planet." she said. "As
a physician, I can tell you that a patient might be able
to survive with only one lung, as the Earth is doing
right now, but they can’t lose that other lung."
Caldicott, whose activism began during her student
days at Harvard. said humans are "cutting down the
forests" and "poisoning the earth." She cited the global disappearance of frogs as evidence of man’s depredations.
Because they are amphibious. Caldicott said, frogs
are especially sensitive to toxins. "Frogs are the miners’ canaries of the earth," she said.
Canaries were placed in mines to detect poisonous
gases: the miners would flee when the birds died.
See Earth Day. page 4

Dining Commons chef wins culinary award
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SJSU Dining Commons chef Jay Marshall prepares lunch for more than 600 students (1,1
He as awarded "Chef of the Year" by the Santa Clara Valley Chef’s Association of the
American Culinary Federation.
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What started as a hobby and part -tin:, ,13
flipping burgers on the boardwalk in New
.lersey, has culminated into a lifelong interest
in the fine art of cooking for award-winning
chef Jay Marshall.
He became chef at the Dining Commons at
still five years ago after working in Danville
and Berkeley.
Marshall was recently awarded "Chef of the
Year" by the Santa Clara Valley Chef’s Association of the American Culinary Federation and is
certified as an executive chef.
"You’ve got to want to do it ... it’s long hard
!lours, a lot of blood, sweat. You’ve gotta love
it ," Marshall said.
Marshall was born in New Jersey and grew
Hp being around exceptional food. He helped
his parents by working catering jobs, but
attributes the influence of his grandmother as
ti inspiration for him to go into cooking.
"She was this little lady who made things
See Chef, page 4
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Music industry has lost originality
Zepplin’s "Dancing Days" and
Vanilla Ice, Celine Dion, UB40,
Smashing Pumpkins smash
Mariah Carey. What do all of
retread of Fleetwood Mac’s
these people have in common?
"Landslide."
They suck. No, I’m not kidding.
The reason I believe there are so
They are all guilty of making
many cover songs out there is we
millions of dollars off other people’s music. They are not alone.
are getting to the point where
everything has been done before.
Some of the biggest names in the
It truly Is hard to be original when
music industry today have made
every chord progression has been
names for themselves by singing
tried and manipulated.
someone else’s tune.
Chris McCrellisLike with all things related to the
Look at some of the biggest
Mitchell
music industry, it’s cover songs
hits in the past few years and
are done in the interest of money. Record labels
you’ll soon notice that originality doesn’t pay off
are seeing how easy it Is to use the same formula
as well as covering someone else does.
over and over.
"1-I-I will always love younuullUuur All you
Plan A: Take old song that was big hit. Give to
heard for a year was Whitney Huston crooning
this beautiful song on Top-40, R&B, and soft rock known Lrtist to have covered. New artist puts
some twist on old song to sound more like their
stations. Every other song was Whitney Houston
singing the Bodyguard soundtrack’s most memo- own song, then market it as their song. Young
rable song. Whitney’s voice is beautiful, the song record buyers purchase song because it’s a cool
song by their favorite artist. Older record buyers
is too, but it’s not hers. No matter how many
buy it because it is a song they grew up on.
times it was mentioned, I’m sure many people
Translation: Big money and no whammies.
still don’t realize this was already a hit for both
Examples: UB40’s "Red Red Wine" or "Can’t Help
Dolly Parton and Willie Nelson way back in the
Falling in Love," Celine Dion’s "Power of Love."
’70s.
Plan B: Pick an old artist or group. Decide to
Another crooning criminal, the king of K101,
make tribute album of his/her/their best known
KEZR, and KARA, Michael Bolton, has had two
stuff. Get all big names or all nobodies and have
huge hits, "Satin’ on the Dock of the Bay," and
them destroy original feelings of songs with
"To Love Somebody," neither of which are his
newer, more hip to today’s versions. Translation:
songs. And his versions stink too. What is with
Fat dough, dumb bank. Examples: "If I were a
you people out there in cheese rock land, when
Carpenter" (the Carpenters), "Stone Free"
will you realize this guy is overrated?
(Jimmy Hendrix) and "Kiss my Ass" (Kiss).
Or how about the ultimate rip-off. "Hi, I’m
Plan C: Artist owes label one more album.
Natalie Cole. See me ride on my dad’s coattails. I
Artist says no can do because there are no crecan make a really technologically advanced sinative juices flowing in artist’s blood. To finish off
gle where my dad, the one with real writing talcontract and artist’s integrity, make album of all
ent, and I can sing his hit song ’Unforgettable.’ I
of artist’s favorite old songs. Package it to look
can even win a grammy award if I try hard
like the artist had fun paying tribute to the old
enough."
Other big music stars in the adult contempoartists. Translation: Heavy cash flow. Examples:
rary field who are having success with other peo- Duran Duran’s "Thank You," The The’s "Hanky
ple’s singles, in case you haven’t already been
Panky."
sick of hearing the same song over and over, are
Plan D: (Doesn’t really exist) New artist writes
Gloria Estefan’s "Everlasting Love," Babyface’s
own music, sells his own music. Gee, how origi"You are so Beautiful," and Bonnie Rait’s "You
nal. Why didn’t they think of that? Translation:
got it."
Harder sell. Examples: Nine Inch Nails, Pearl Jam,
It doesn’t stop at adult contemporary, either.
REM., Neil Young, Boys II Men, and Elton John.
Don’t turn on the young, hip Live 105, or New
Thank the music world that rap music is
(reissued) 98.5. Some of the biggest hits in heavy always fresh and original. No covers there.
rotation (translation: once an hour) are Nirvana’s Ooops, did someone say "sampling?" I guess
"Man who Sold the World," Green Day’s "So
nothing is sacred.
Tired," Stone Temple Pilots’ "Dancing Days," and
Smashing Pumpkins’ "Landslide."
Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
Whoops, let me rewrite that. That’s Nirvana’s
is the etc. Editor.
version of David Bowie’s "Man who Sold the
His column appears
World," Green Day’s cover of the Kinks’ "So
every other Friday.
Tired," Stone Temple Pilots’ take on Led

Campus Viewpoint

Scheller house gives a sense of history
Every morning as I walk from
the Fourth Street garage, I pass
the Scheller house, a dilapidated building suffering from years
of neglect. But that need not be
the case, for I can envision the
Scheller house, with some dedication, as a wonderfully preserved icon of this university’s
past that could serve as the
focal point to the new pedestrian mall and entrance to the university.
There is not a lot of history
on this campus because most of
it has been destroyed. In 1964,
the Quad came down, and after
that it was much easier to
declare little pieces of the
school’s history as "surplus."
The Edwin Markham house
was moved to the San Jose
Historical Museum, the brick
Kottinger Store was torn down
for lawn and the ATM machine,

and now the Scheller house,
must make way for a planned,
but unfunded, new science
building.
I fear the time will come
when they will want to tear
down Tower Hall, the last vestige of this institution’s distinguished past. After all, it is old
and drafty and expensive to
heat and why not have a new
shiny one a little more in keeping with the Business Tower.
The problem with the new
and shiny is that it lacks depth
and soul and provides no sense
of who we were or who we are.
A sense of who we are is missing
at San Jose State University.
This Is what makes figuring
out where we are going so difficult. Without a sense of the
past, this campus becomes just
a pile of stones where we get
our formal education. But some

of the older stones, like the
Scheller house, give the university community a hint of who we
are by reminding us of where we
have been.
San Jose State University
should be more than one of the
bookends of former mayor Tom
McEnery’s billion-dollar downtown San Jose. This flank of
town is in danger of becoming
all shine with nothing beneath.
The new city is of little real consequence if it is merely a facade.
Preserving the Scheller
house can be a first step in finding the university’s soul and
directing us on a path toward
self-discovery. That path can
also lead the university to what
it wants to be in the future.
David McKinney
Senior
Political Science

Letter to the Editor

Don’t blame Wilson for national problems
Dear Editor,
This is a response to the
writer’s forum
by Roger
Ramirez, "Gov. Wilson’s politics
of hate" (April 17).
Granted, Wilson is no knight in
shining armor, nor is he a friend
to the pursuers of higher learning. But how can Ramirez blame
Wilson for a national recession,

the end of the Cold War, and
IBM becoming more efficient as
he did in his column.
And if Ramirez thinks that illegal immigration is not a problem, I would have to ask where
he has been living for the last
few decades. He must not have
been living in California, Texas,
or Florida.
Finally, if Ramirez thinks

Californians aren’t happy about
Wilson
running
for
the
Presidency, how do you think
the people of Arkansas felt
when
President
Clinton
announced he would run?
Audie Rubin
Liberal Studies
Senior

Attention Artists
The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose
State artists interested in drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good drawing skills,
keep up with current events and have a strong
position on issues.
If you are interested in becoming a Spartan Daily

political cartoonist, submit your cartoons at the
Spartan Daily office In Dwight Bente! Hall, room
209. Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by Spartan Daily
editors and artists will be notified by phone if
their cartoons will be published.

Writer’s Forum

People aren’t polite to waitresses
I need some extra napkins.
I need coffee ... right away.
I need my check.
I need my hamburger cooked
well.
I’ve been waiting tables for five
years now to put myself through
college, and I hear demands like
these every shift.
Over the years, I’ve come to
notice that no one seems to say
Jennife r
the word "please" anymore.
Recently, I had a party of eight who did not
say please or thank you one single time. Not one
person, once, for anything I did.
I notice things like that. Just as the customer
would notice if their server wasn’t polite. It’s a
two-way street.
If the customer expects me to be a pleasant
server, I expect the customer to be a pleasant
guest. I expect to hear please and thank you
from every table.
Money is the only exception. I will put up with
an attitude from someone who is rude as long as
they leave me the appropriate tip. I will put up
with those nosy people who like to keep me at
the table talking even as I see my station filling
up before my eyes, as long as they leave me the
appropriate tip.
Unfortunately, it’s always the guests doing the
most talking who are the ones who habitually
leave the worst tips. It’s as if they feel that by
asking about your personal life, that will excuse
them from paying for your services.
The appropriate tip should always be 15 per-

Opinion page
policies
"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
John Stuart Mill,
"On Liberty" (1850)
The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word
response to an issue or point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente’ Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
and
Mass
Journalism
School
of
Communications or SJSU.

cent at all times. A tip that is 20
percent or more is even better
and is the best indication that a
customer understands the true
stress involved with the job.
Most of this stress comes
from working with the cooks. In
my restaurant, the cooks speak
Spanish and I don’t. This creates
major communication barriers
Ferguson that must be worked through.
Servers work at the
mercy of the cooks. Some cook faster or better
than others. Each cook can take the same ingredients and using the same methods prepare a
different looking meal every time.
If the food set before you isn’t just the way you
ordered it, then there are two people to blame.
Ultimately, it’s the cooks’ fault for not reading
the ticket right. Secondly, it’s the server for not
checking the food against the ticket before taking
it out onto the floor.
Either way, it’s inexcusable. But it does occasionally happen. I’ve taken out the wrong food
before, and I’ll probably do it again. Nobody is
perfect.
But there is one mistake I never make. I never
forget to say "please" and "thank-you." I expect
the same from my guests.
Jennifer Ferguson
is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer
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’We are under attack,’ Clinton says
Sparta Guide

President orders federal building security increased nationwide
WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton Thursday ordered
security beefed up at thousands
of federal buildings throughout
the nation in the aftermath of the
deadly Oklahoma City bombing.
To the perpetrators he declared:
"there is no place to hide."
Seeking to emphasize the massive federal effort under way,
Clinton said: "Make no mistake
about it, this was an attack on
the United States, our way of life
and everything we believe in."
Clinton also directed all flags
on federal buildings flown at
half-staff to honor victims of the
blast and their families. Flags
above the White House flew at
half-staff as he spoke.
The president, who was
briefed on the status of the investigation early Thursday, called
the hunt for those responsible
"Intense" and "comprehensive."
As he spoke, the British government announced they were
returning a possible suspect to
the United States.
Jim Boyd, a security specialist
for the Federal Protective
Service, said temporary barriers were rolled into place outside some federal buildings
today and local police were

SJSU’s Weeklii Calendar
"OILY
AIKIDO Club
Weapons Training Begins This
Week 2:30p.mAp.m. SPW, 202.
Call 259.6816.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Bible Study 2:30p.m.-5p.m
Student Union, Guadalupe Rm.
Call 287-4118.
India’s Students Association
Club Meeting 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Council Chambers. Call
225-2277.
LD.S.SA. - latter Day Saints
Student Association
Friday Forum Speaker Jeff
Spector 12:30p.m. LDSSA
Student Center, 66 S. 7th St.
Call 286-3313.
M.E.C.HA.
Raza Day Manning Comm-ittee
follow-up meeting 2p.m. Chicano
Resource Center Call 924-2707.

Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
Party - 21 years of age or college ID 9p.m.-2a.m. 325 S. First
St. Call 998-5113.
Student Honors Convocation
6p.m.-8p.m. Event Center

Saturday
Engineering Student Council
School of Engineering 1995
Spring Picnic - everyone
welcome! 1 la.m. Spartan
Village, 10th & Humboldt.
Call 924-3865.

Sunday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass 6p.m. Campus Interfaith Ctr., 10th & San Carlos
and Mass 8p.m. St. Joseph’s
Cathedral, Market & San
Fernando. Call 298-0204.

Muslim Student Association
Jamah Prayer 1:10p.m.-1:3.5p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 241-6367.
Sparta Guide is freell! and available to students, faculty & start associations Deadline is 5pm two,
days before publication. Forms available at DBH 209 Entries may be editedto allow tor space
restrictions

returning a possible suspect to
the United States. The man was
returned after arriving from
Chicago, a British government
spokesman said.
Asked about this development, Clinton said he didn’t
want to comment on an ongoing
investigation. "I don’t want anyone to assume we are accusing
anyone," he said.
Clinton was asked again
about the person and about the
conduct of the bombing investigation in a later interview with
The Associated Press.
"I think it would be a mistake
for anybody to over-interpret
the rumors or facts out there,"
Clinton said. "I am aware of the
present conditions of a very
broad range of investigations.
am very well satisfied with the
work that is being done by the
200 FBI agents who are there in
Oklahoma City and the hundreds of people all over the
country who are working on it.
"We do not know who did it
yet. We are moving in the right
direction. I think it’s important
that the American people not
jump to conclusions. "We’ll find
out who did it and proceed to
punish them."

them to justice."
Earlier, the president led a
South Lawn audience In a
moment of silent prayer during
welcoming
ceremony
a
Cardoso.
Noting that rescue workers
were still combing through the
rubble of the nine-story building. Clinton said, "We hold out
hope that more survivors will
be found."
’We are working very hard to
strengthen the ability of the
United States to resist acts of
terror," he said during a Rose
Garden news conference with
Brazilian President Fernando
Henrique Cardoso.
The president didn’t elaborate on what new measures he
had ordered.
There are 8,200 federal buildings across the nation employing about 1 million workers.
In Oklahoma City, four federal
buildings were guarded by just
one security officer.
Clinton, who was briefed on
the status of the investigation
earlier in the day, called the
hunt for those responsible
"intense" and "comprehensive."
As he spoke, the British government announced it was

66

We should not
stereotype anybody.
Rill Clinton
Preddent of the 1 stited States

asked to prohibit parking outside many others.
Security officers were also
ordered to watch for suspicious
vehicles near their buildings.
Boyd added that the service,
a branch of the General Services
Administration, was reassessing
safety at day care centers in
government offices.
Clinton called on Americans
not to "jump to any conclusions" on the nationalities of
the perpetrators.
"We should not stereotype
anybody. What we need to do is
to find out who did this and punish them harshly," Clinton said.
Asked how he would explain
Wednesday’s tragedy to the
nation’s children, Clinton said:
"I would say to the children
of this country what happened
is a bad thing, an evil thing.
But we will find the people
who did it and we will bring

25th Earth Day gives environmentalists chance to look ahead
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
environmental movement marks
Its 25th birthday celebrating
"tremendous progress" but worried that past victories may
have been relatively easy compared to the challenges ahead.
"The real question is what
happens now?" says Denis
Hayes, who organized the first
Earth Day rallies in 1970.
Marking the silver anniversary of Earth Day on Saturday,
environmental scholars applaud
the progress over the last quarter-century.

The air is cleaner, the water
clearer and industry is spewing
out fewer toxic chemicals. The
erosion of wetlands has been
slowed and the American bald
eagle, once thought to be nearly
extinct, is making a comeback.
But environmentalists seem
to have a hard time celebrating.
Recently
writer
Gregg
Easterbrook took them to task in
an article in The New Yorker.
"Few ideas are more deeply
entrenched in our political culture than that of impending ecological doom," he began.

13 (as/

Despite a broad array of successes "the vocabulary of environmentalism has continued to
be dominated by images of futility, crisis and decline," continued
Easterbrook, whose recent book
on the environmental movement
also exudes optimism.
"We’ve made tremendous
progress ... and should take a
moment to celebrate," Carol
Browner, administrator of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, agreed in an interview.
No longer does the Cuyahoga
River near Cleveland catch fire
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row are in many ways more difficult to resolve. We’ve done the
easy things."
She ticks off some gloomy statistics:
Two
of
every
five
Americans still live in areas
where the air is too polluted to
continually meet federal health
standards.
the
Forty percent of
nation’s waterways are still too
dirty to fish or swim in.
One in four people lives
within four miles of a toxic
waste dump.

destroy the Earth’s protective
ozone shield.
No longer would one seriously consider as they did in the
1960s a massive power plant
that would pump thousands of
gallons of water out of the
Hudson River and up a mountainside, only to send it roaring
back into river to generate
power, destroying thousands of
fish eggs, larvae and plant life
along the way.
Nevertheless, says Browner,
"the environmental problems of
today and challenges of tomor-

because of pollution, nor does a
yellow haze descend on the
nation’s industrial heartland. No
longer do children in playgrounds routinely breathe lead
from exhausts of passing automobiles.
There is 40 percent less smog
even though the number of cars
has tripled. Industry has cut
toxic wastes nearly in half and
has recognized that controlling
pollution can pay on the bottom
line.
With unusual ease, nations
are phasing out chemicals that
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Earth Day
From page 1
"Recycling
isn’t
the
answer,"
Caldicott said. "You shouldn’t have
packaging at all."
"Plastic can’t ever really be recycled, so we shouldn’t be using it for
packaging," Caldicott said. "We
should use things like glass bottles
that can be re-used for up to 100
years, if cared for."
Students who attended the speech,
mostly environmental studies majors,
said they appreciated the remarks.

FRIII)X1
"I can’t think of a better speaker for
Earth Day," said Jack Pavey, an environmental studies senior. "It’s not
just a happy time (Earth Day), it’s
about the survival of the species and
the planet."
"I agreed with all of her points,"
said John Shea, an environmental
studies senior. "The Earth is in a crisis situation, and corporate America
is hiding it."
Rob Caughlin, founder of the
Surfrider Foundation a group of

surfers concerned about pollution of
the oceans also spoke at the event.
"We’re going to hear a lot about the
Oklahoma City bombing the next few
days, but nothing about the 35,000
people who died of hunger that same
day," said Caughlin about the environmental effects of overpopulation.
Caldicott ended her speech on a
hopeful note. "We’ve had one miracle
this decade with the end of the Cold
War," Caldicott said. "Miracles can
happen to save the planet."

A student from Franklin
Elementary School signs the
paper he made from recycled
newspapers Once the paper
dries, students are able to use it
like normal paper.
PHOTO BY JOHN SMILER SPARTAN DAILY
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Chef
From page 1
"Jay is a good human being. He’s a
happen," he said. "She would somehow person who cares for people, and treats
create this meal for the family without everyone as his friend," said Ron Duval,
even sweating, without any effort. It executive director for Spartan Shops.
was so beautiful to see her do that."
One of Marshall’s responsibilities Is
Marshall’s career in culinary delights to create a menu for the Dining
has spanned more than 20 years and Commons where approximately 600
has brought him from east coast to students of diverse ethnicItles and
west coast.
tastes eat. Marshall often finds it hard
He graduated from the Culinary to please everyone.
Institute of America in 1978 in New York
"I would be happy to please just half
City with a background in classical cook- of them, but my dream Is to make
ing. There he met his wife and later took everyone happy," he said.
an internship at Walt Disney World.
Working and supporting a family may
"The most memorable meal I made be a lot for some people to handle, but
was for Richard Nixon 46
Marshall manages to
(president at the time)
find time for everything
at Walt Disney World," The most
while maintaining a poshe said.
itive attitude.
Marshall’s specialty is memorable meal I
He commutes from
classical cooking, which made was for
Martinez about an
deals mainly with heavy
hour and 15 minutes
sauces, meats and gar- Richard Nixon
away and also helps
nishes. He received (president at the
feed about 250 hometraining from German
less people through the
time)
at
Walt
Disney
chefs while at Disney
Second Harvest Food
World and Epcot Center, World.
Bank of Santa Clara
and learned to cook for
Jay Marshall Valley, three days a
large groups.
SIMI Dining Commons chef week.
"I’ve done banquets
Marshall also teaches
9)
for up to 5,000 people,
at Andrew Hill High
like during the opening of the Epcot School in San Jose.
Center," Marshall said. "I think that’s
"I guess now with the university, I have
how I was able to work here (SJSU)."
more time to give back some of the eduHe commented on the special chal- cation I received," Marshall said. "My
lenge that California poses to his culi- main purpose is to show them the
nary duties.
opportunity of what the culinary field
"The hardest time I’ve had was com- has to offer. (If) I can help just one kid,
ing out to California and hitting the that’s my goal."
California cuisine, the Asian influence,
Marshall is no stranger to kids. He
and strict nutritional guidelines," and his wife, Janet, have four children.
Marshall said.
When they were younger, Marshall
"Professionally, he’s everything a would often take them to work.
chef could be," said Marcel Bustos,
"I would bring my daughter to work
catering chef for Spartan Shops. "He (at the Epcot Center) in a hotel pan
has a driving passion, a genuine pas- covered with blankets. During Sunday
sion for food, and it carries to how he brunch, she would watch me make
performs his job.
omelettes," he said. "I like to spend a
"Even though we have a lot of work, lot of quality time with my kids, that’s
he manages to keep the environment what’s really important for me now."
really fun. I guess he deflects the stress
Marshall enjoys his work as a chef.
of the job with his humor," Bustos said.
"It’s something that’s in your heart,
Working 10 to 15 hours a day, and you know deep down that you
Marshall manages a staff of 31 people; want to do it," he said. "You’re only as
six full-time employees and 25 student good as your last meal, and to make
helpers.
someone happy is very rewarding."

Paper-free books may be wave of future
WASHINGTON (AP)
One of
the founders of the modern
environmental movement wanted to do more than just "save a
tree" for the 25th anniversary of
Earth Day. He’s trying to change
the way we make paper.
"We are making history," said
David Brower, 82, promoting his
new book, the first ever published using tree-free paper.
The pages
made from the
hemp-like plant "kenaf," which
sounds like "giraffe" look and
feel the same as any paper.
"The reason you haven’t heard
about kenaf is because the people who own the forests are the
people who own the paper companies," said Robert Bledsoe,
who founded the International
Kenaf Association eight years
ago in Ladonia, Texas.

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

GET YOUR FREE
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ADA/11 07
Student Union
Information Center
Admissions and Records
Assessment Center

"This is going to be the crop
of the future. The interest is
going up leaps and bounds
because of the cost of wood
pulp in today’s market," he said.
A cousin of cotton and okra,
kenaf grows 12 feet tall in as little as four months. The serrated
palmate leaves look a little like
marijuana. The pith of the 2inch diameter stalks resembles
balsa wood.
"It grows pulp better than
trees can," said Brower, who
started the League of Conservation Voters in 1969 and led the
Sierra Club through the 1970s.
"You may have to pay a little
more for a book on kenaf at the
book store," as much as 20 percent more, Brower said. "But
otherwise you are paying
through hidden costs the

cost to replace the forest.
"My dream would be that
kenaf would get the government
subsidy tobacco gets and people would grow it where they
grow tobacco," he said. "You
could save lungs and trees."
If he pulls it off, the whitehaired elder statesmen of environmental activism truly will be
making a mark on history.
Paper making hasn’t changed
much since the Chinese started
using vegetable fibers, including
tree bark, about 2,000 years ago.
Sumerian clay tablets date to
4,000 B.C. Papyrus, a fern-like
plant, debuted as a paper
source somewhere between the
time the wheel was invented in
3,500 B.C. and 2,500 B.C., when
the pyramids were built.
The U.S. Agriculture Department has researched kenaf with
favorable reviews for more than
50 years. In addition to higher
yields, kenaf pulp is whiter than
wood and can be bleached without chlorine or acid, which raise
environmental concerns.
The federal government first
became interested In kenaf for
making rope during World War
II, said Charles Webber, an
agronomist doing alternative
crop research at the USDA’s
Agricultural Research Service
laboratory In Atoka, Olda.
In the 1950s, a USDA lab in
Peoria, III., spent nearly a decade
examining a wide range of mateHats for various fibers, he said.
"They looked at 400 types of
plants and came up with kenaf
as the best renewable resource
for paper," Webber said in a
telephone interview.
China already produces about
500,000 acres of kenaf annually.
India grows it to make carpet
backing and burlap sacks. As
many as 10,000 acres are
expected to be harvested in the
southern United States this
year, mostly in Mississippi.
"All the major paper companies have looked at it," Webber
said. "They have funded some
research.
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White supremacist sentenced
to 17 years for firebombings

Environmentally friendly

SACRAMENTO (AP) A selfproclaimed white supremacist
was sentenced Thursday to 17
years, four months in state
prison for a series of racially
motivated firebombings.
Richard Campos, 19, showed
no emotion as Superior Court
Judge James Ford sided with his
victims and ordered him to
serve the maximum sentence
possible.
"It
is
imperative
that
the court send a strong message to the community that
racial persecution has no place
In this society," said City
Councilman
Jimmy
Yee,

san lose state untverslty

ASSOCillted

students

whose home was among
Campos’ targets.
Campos was convicted of 12
counts, including Yee’s attempted murder, for the 1993 firebombings. Nobody was hurt in
the attacks, but the local NAACP
and the Japanese-American
Citizens League offices suffered
major damage.
Firebombs were also thrown
at the Congregation B’nai Israel
and the State Department of
Fair Employment and Housing.
Campos, during an interview
with KFBK radio in Sacramento
last month, admitted the crimes
and said he wasn’t sorry.

coneue recreation
Sign-ups End April 21!

Alonzo Dallas puts together fliers while waiting to demonstrate solar
powered products. Among the devices on display were solar-pow-
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ered helicopters, radios, and motorized sun discs. Sun discs are
similar to compact discs, but have designs painted on them.
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Case against hacker may be dismissed
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Defense attorney claims search warrant had the wrong address
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP)
Charges against alleged master
computer hacker Kevin Mitnick
should be dismissed because
the search warrant was flawed
and the subsequent indictments
weren’t correct, a defense
lawyer says in motions.
Mitnick, 31, was charged in
February with 23 counts of computer fraud after FBI agents
raided his Raleigh apartment.
The agents were helped by cellular telephone company technicians who tracked the signal of
a phone Mitnick allegedly used
to break into computers.
Mitnick was charged with

breaking into corporate computers and communication systems. He was convicted in 1988
in Los Angeles federal court for
stealing computer programs
and breaking into corporate networks. He had been sought on a
probation violation from that
conviction.
The search warrant was illegal because it listed the wrong
address, defense lawyer John
Dusenbury said in court papers.
"Once inside, the agents
began looking around in different rooms inside Mr. Mitnick’s
apartment despite his request
to leave unless they had a

search warrant," said the
motion, one of nine filed earlier
this month in U.S. District Court
here.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Bowler wouldn’t comment on
the motions. Papers from the
prosecutor’s office were placed
Thursday under seal in the
Mitnick file.
No date has been set for a
hearing in the case. Mitnick is
being held in the Johnston
County Jail in Smithfield and
has limited telephone privileges.
Dusenbury’s motion said FBI
agent Levord Burns put his foot

provides to the university is
important."
Green believes she won the
TWIN award because of the
strength of her rØsumØ. "I have
shown progressive advancement as my career has grown. I
do a lot of community volunteer
work; I do a lot with the univer-

sity. I’ve always been active
wherever I’ve gone," Green said.
"The competition is tough
and I’m small potatoes compared to some of these women."
SJSU also received recognition.
"The award recognizes the
businesses in the valley and the
accomplishments of the women
in business. The school got an
award too." Green said.
"I think it’s a big deal to win
this award," she said. "I’ve been
noticed for all the things I have
done. Being a public servant,
you don’t get noticed with
bonuses. I was extremely honored to win."

Green
From page 1
Bobbie Patrick, Green’s secretary, said, "She puts in a lot
of hours. She always has a
spreadsheet in front of her. She
has an impact on the university
and she has a lot of responsibility. She’s very knowledgeable
and the fiscal information she

Barbara Green holds the award
she received from the YWCA of
Santa Clara Valley. Green was
one of forty-three executives
honored with the Tribute to
Women and Industry (TWIN)
award, that YWCA gives to the
most outstanding women in their
organizations.
PHOTO BY CHRISTIAN DEL ROSARIO
SPARTAN DAILY
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in Mitnick’s door and five agents
forced their way in after midnight on Feb. 15. Although
agents had contacted a magistrate for a search warrant about
9 p.m. on Feb. 14, the warrant
listed the wrong address.
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Spartans split games
with last-place UOP
N.401,ut Rut) Mall Report

The San Jose State women’s
softball team split a pair of Big
West Conference games with
COP, losing game one 7-6 in 10
innings and then winning 6-2, at
PAL Stadium Wednesday.
SJSU trailed the opener, 5-0
until it scored four runs in the
bottom of the fifth inning. In the
bottom of the seventh inning,
the Spartans struck for two
runs to tie the game at 6-6 and
send it into extra innings.
The Tigers scored the gamewinning run in the top half of
the 10th inning. SJSU’s Lindsy
Jarrell took the loss. The Tigers
out -hit SJSU host 16-10. Valeri
Quintero. Victoria Ruelas and
Jen VanDeriberg each had two
hits for SJSU. UOP committed
three errors, SJSU four.
The Spartans (22-29, 9-7)
came out fast and furious after
losing to the Big West’s last

softball
place team (13-29, 3-15) by scoring four runs in the first inning.
SJSU never looked back, won
6-2. Freshman Jena Porto doubled and had a four-RBI game.
Patricia Martinez, an AllAmerica candidate for SJSU also
doubled. Ruelas had three hits
and VanDenberg added two
toward the Spartans nine-hit
attack.
Jarrell (5-13) picked up the
victory.
The Spartans next home
games come against Long Beach
State at PAL Stadium at 6 p.m. in
a Big West Conference doubleheader
Long Beach is in sixth place in
conference at 8-8. SJSU is in fifth
place at 9-7.
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SJSU’s Jason Boesch, second from right, is greeted at home plate
by teammates after he hit a home run in the 4th inning, the first of

two home runs he hit in the game. The SJSU baseball team beat the
University of Hawaii-Hilo 12-1 Wednesday night at Muni Stadium.

Boesch muscles out two in 12-1 win
Stevens has 3 doubles, 9 of SJSU’s 13 hits go for extra bases
Spartan Daily Stall Report

Join us in our Music Theatre in
Sunnyvale as we create the
following unprecedented opportunity:
The career spotlight is on K..
the company that’s making its roJi
in retail by expanding in exciting
new markets throughout the
country Just don’t expect our
Music Theatre, our exciting ’store
within a store concept, to be like
anything you ve ever seen You see,
as a member of the Bose team,
locus on educating our
customers demonstrating
incredible product performance in
,Inique and imaginative ways You’ll
provide the very best in customer
service from the first Question to

Retail Account Associate
Part -Time
. "

. aadience and trii
are looking tor an
- ,
.
-aiic person to invite
customers to take pal in Our .
’.eatre demonstration
provide excellence in custom)’
and demonstrate
the incredible performance of dui inJsic systems We otter
a comprehensive training program in audio technology
Retail experience is preferred, but the ability to present a
show -stopping demonstration is essential
IPlease mail resume by May 12th to:
Bose Corporation. c/o 23110 New Jersey Ave .
San Jose. CA 95124. Fax: (4081 559-5043.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Better sound through research.

It may have looked like the
San Jose State baseball team
was holding extended batting
practice late Wednesday night
at Municipal Stadium.
Unfortunately
for
the
University of Hawaii-Hilo pitchers, it was the game.
Jason Boesch hit a pair of
two-run home runs and Eric
Stevens had three doubles to
lead the Spartans to a 12-1 nonconference victory over the
Vulcans.
The Spartans had 13 hits, nine
of which were extra base hits,
against four UHH pitchers.
UHH starting pitcher Kele
Coloma (3-3) gave up five
earned runs in 4 2/3 innings to
get the loss.
Israel Long (1-3) pitched two

scoreless innings for the
Spartans (17-25-1) to pick up his
first victory of the season. The
loss dropped UHH to 17-23.
Boesch’s first homer came in
the fourth inning and broke a II tie. His second home run
came in the seventh to highlight
a four-run inning. The twohomer game was the first in
Boesch’s career.
Eric Stevens aided the
Spartans’ effort with three doubles, a single, a sacrifice fly and
three runs scored to help lead
the offensive attack.
Eric Pitt, SJSU’s career hit
leader, added another double to

CAF ANGST

rComausoN

ting average in the Big West
Conference, .226.
Chris Kokaly leads the team
in hitting average. He is batting
.354.
The Spartans team pitching is
fifth out of eight teams.
Mike DesRoches is SJSU’s top
ERA pitcher at 2.14 in 33 innings
of work.
The Spartans are in last place
in the conference at a 3-9 mark.
Fullerton is leading the conference and is 10-2.
San Jose State continues conference action with a three-game
series against UNLV beginning
Friday at 7 p.m. at Municipal
Stadium.
UNLV is in fourth place with a
6-6 mark in conference, four
games off the Titans’ pace.

BY HOLLEY IRVINE AND HANS BJORDAHL

1WAY, ME
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his collection. He now has 18,
which ties him for the conference lead with D.C. Olsen of Cal
State Fullerton, the nation’s No.
1 team.
Lance Alvares and David
Schultz hit doubles. Schultz also
tripled.
SJSU’s victory was a reboundwin. The day before, the
Spartans lost to the Santa Clara
Broncos, 11-4.
SCU had 14 hits and were
paced by a pair of home runs.
The Spartans opened the season with a three-game series
against the host Vulcans. SJSU
ended up winning two of those
games, 6-4, 6-3.
Hawaii-Hilo split those victories with a 9-5 win in seven
innings in game two.
SJSU has the worst team bat-
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MIKE
Spot had never been caught in
a cat stampede, but the light
patter of thousands of furry
little feet made him very uneasy

"Listen carefully, Dewey Do not - are you listening
to me0 - do not throw the ball until I am ready for
you to throw the ball’
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49ers have plenty of holes to fill in Sunday’s draft
SANTA CLARA (AP) - George
Seifert has no problem identifying the San Francisco 49ers’
needs heading into Saturday’s
NFL draft. Is the team in position to fill them?
"We need a running back, we
need a wide receiver, we need a
defensive lineman," the 49ers
coach said. "We need help in
each area."
Doesn’t sound much like the
Super Bowl champions, does it?
But the 49ers lost Ricky

Watters to Philadelphia when
they declined to match the
Eagles’ free agent offer for the
three-time Pro Bowl running
back, who also was a primary
receiving threat.
Jerry Rice and John Taylor
still make up one of the most
feared receiving tandems in the
league. But Taylor has been

slowed by injuries the past two
seasons and Rice discussed the
possibility of an early retirement in the days before the
Super Bowl.
Defensively, the 49ers haven’t
had a dominant outside pass
rusher since trading Charles
Haley to Dallas three years ago.
San Francisco, which also lost
running back-returner Dexter
Carter to free agency, did re-sign
Watters’ backup last season,
Derek Loville, and obtained

Derrick Moore, the backup to
Barry Sanders, in a trade that
sent a fifth-round pick to
Detroit.
Even so, the 49ers would seriously consider taking a running
back with their first -round pick,
30th overall.
Topt prospects such as Penn
State’s
Ki-Jana
Carter,
Michigan’s Tyrone Wheatley
and Colorado’s Rashaan Salaam
certainly will be gone by the
time San Francisco picks.

Some backs who would give
the 49ers pause should they be
available at No. 30 include
Tennessee’s James Stewart,
Texas A&M’s Rodney Thomas
and Washington’s Napoleon
Kaufman
There also is a chance the
49ers could select an offensive
lineman, a position Cerato
described as "somewhat of a
need." In the first half of last
season, the 49ers lost four of
five starters to injury at one

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
maces no claim kw products or
sen4ces advertised below nor is
three
guerantee any’s& The
castled columns of the Spartan
Deily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

VOLUNTEERS
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Mantle or Teresa at
408/526.1288 or 408/261.7777.

LOST&MUND
LOST GOLD RING W/ RED STONE
on 4/5, in women’s room in Adm.
bldg. 1st fir. REWARD. 924-2440.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
OPEN ADOPTION gave my son
the very best start in life. I CHOSE
his parents & we care deeply
about each other. If you’re pregnant & not sure what to do, call
me, Mary, at nonprofit Center:
4081868343.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Exams and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800) 6554225.
ADOPTION: We’re a happily
married couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, tool We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us. Amy/Ken at 1800-996-9474. Legal/Confidential.

SPORTS / THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7 575.
HOCKEY FIGHTS ONLY
on 2 hour VHS video.
Xlnt Quality. Great Gift.
Call 604-585-6016, (7days).

FOR SALE
NEW FUTONS!
Full Set: $119.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
choices, with 6 inch thick futon,
The lowest prices in the Bay Area.
Call 926-1951.
1640 Remuda Ln. San Jose, CA.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
2e6 DESKTOP PC mono rnaitor. LQ
DM Printer + Wordproc Software.
Guaranteed. $125. oto. 241-6610.

Powerful 100% UNIX CompetIble
Operating System for your Desktop PCI Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featured UND( with X-Windows.
TCP/IP, NFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel: 408.727-3883.
Fax :408-727-3882.
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL N.D.
Computer good H.D. needs
work. Includes some software. $200. obo. 924-3269.

ENTERTAINMENT
ENTERTAINMENT LINE
Sports
Finance / Stocks
Horoscopes
Soap Operas
1-900-656-6000 ext 6735
$2.99 per min. 18+ yrs.
procall co. (602) 954-7420.

TRAVEL
DO EUROPE
$269 ANYTIME!
If you’re a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline’s prices.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
AIRHITCHE 416834.9192
Afffittchenetcom.com
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
Discount Airline Tickets
International / Domestic
Student Packages Available
Mexico, Hawaii, Disney.
Call for Lowest Fares
Everywhere, all the time.
Great American Traveler
408-984-8607,

point, and Steve Young was subjected to weekly poundings.
San Francisco, which hasn’t
used a first-round pick on an
offensive lineman since selecting tackle Harris Barton in 1987,
wouldn’t mind increasing its
depth.
Zach Wiegert, the Outland
Trophy winner from Nebraska,
would be hard to pass up. Same
with Kansas State’s Barrett
Brooks, a tackle with the athletic skills the 49ers favor.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282

OPPORTUNITIES
EUROPE
JEIA
USA
MEXICO
How can one opportunity be the
most explosive in all these
markets? Find out how you can
reap tremendous benefits. Call
Now 800-398.8665 24 hour msg.

EMPLOYMENT

PROGRAM ASSISTANT. Work with
students w/ Der. Delays/Behavioral
challenges. $7-$10 hr. 30 hrs. Send
resume to Zonta Services. 4300
Bucknail I. SJ . CA 95130 EOE/AA
TEACHER. before 8. after schod
child care program seeks a dependable, dedicated professional to
work 6:30.9:30 a.m.. M-F. 12 ECE
units minimum + experience. Call
Valerie at 408-723-9363. EDE

CARICATURE ARTIST needed for
San Jose area pub events. Steady
part-time work thru ’95- part of
major beer promotion. Have own
transportation, be 21 or over and
able to start immediately. To
apply send or fax 4 celebrity
caricatures plus a caricature of
yourself to Creative Alliance,
RETAIL SALES- Seeking highly 6 Landmark Sq. Suite 400, Stammotivated, customer service ford CT 06901. Attn. Milda or fax
oriented individual for FT/FT sales 203-359-5878.
& assist mgr. positions at S’vale
& P.A. locations. Experience pre- TEACH DRIVING PART/FULL
ferred but will train right person. time.Classrooni & in car positions
Competitive salary, benefits & available. 971-7557.
growth potential. Call Richard.
Futon Gallery, 408-748-8488.
UFEGUARDS/SWIM instructors.
South Valley Family YMCA
SOFTWARE TECHNICAL SUPPORT accepting aplications or call
Infolmaging Technologies Inc- (IT!), 408-226-9622.
the creators of the new 3D FAX
Software which will revolutionize COCKTAIL SERVER P/T, Fri. Sat.
computerized fax communications & Sun. Alex’s 49er, Stevens Crk.
has an immediate requirement for & Bascom. Apply am’s only.
technical personnel with expertise
ii all or most of the following areas:
HARRIS CORP FARINON DIV.
Programming (C, DBase, Perl, & Immediate opening for co-op stushell scripts. etc.
dent in the Materials Organization.
Internet, AOL, CompuServe, P/T 16-20 hrs. week (full-time
(vAwr, ftp, gopher, veronica, etc. summer). Ideal candidate: Soph.
Windows and UNIX operating or Junior majoring in Eng., Comp.
systems
Sc., Infor. Syst.. or Bus. Exc,
Networks (Microsoft, Novell, knowledge of Microsoft, Excel &
TCP/IP, etc.
Lotus 1-2-3 are req. Knowledge of
Fax modems and applications databases & SQI programming
(Winfax, Faxworks, etc.)
also desirable. Excellent oral &
Word Processors (MS, Word, written communication skills.
WordPerfect, AMIPro, etc.)
Farinon, a leading supplier of low
Flexible hours for qualified & medium capacity microwave
applicants. Please fax your radio systems is a Division of
resume to: 1-415-960-0200.
Harris Corp. with worldwide sales
of more than $3 billion. Fax or
DYNAMIC JEWISH TEACHER mail resume to: K. Clemens or
wanted for Sunday School. L. Sun, Human Resources. Call:
Mail resume: 16555 Shannon 415-594-3000. Fax: 416594-3566
Rd, Los Gatos, CA 95032.
BILINGUAL
DO YOU LIKE KIDS?
International Company
Nanny positions available,
expanding in local area,
Nights, Weekends. Weekdays. looking to till 3 key positions
Call 255-6213.
36k + potential. Part &full time.
408-492-1209.
COURTESEY GUARDS NEEDED
part-time for large apt. complex. BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE;
Flexible night hours. Please call P/T morning & afternoon shifts,
408.279-2311.
Must have own bike. Contact
Trevor 288-4100. Inner City Express,
SUBSTITUTES. Small World 22W. St. John St. SarUose.
Schools is hiring students to work
as substitute teachers in our 19 TEACHERS Many Opportunities
preschool and school -age day FT/PT positions for preschools &
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units school.age day care programs.
in Child Development, Recreation, Great job for male or female
Psychology. or Education. This students. Prefer 6-12 units in
is a great posiiton for both male Child Development, Recreation,
or female students. We can work Psychology, or Education.
around most school schedules - Advancement & growth, great
even if you are only available 1 or benefits for fulltime. Many times
2 afternoons a week. Call our we can WC* around your schedule.
Corporate Office at 408.257-7320. Call Small World Schools
408.257-7320.
TELEMARKETERS
$ DRIVERS $
Flex hrs. Hourly +Comm. +Bonus.
Excellent 2nd job
Exp preferred, not necessary.
Takeout Taxi
Call 408-248-7941.
Restaurant Food Delivery Service
Fax Resume: 248.7942.
Earn $9 to $11/hr. Flex hrs.
PT ADMIN FOR LAW FIRM Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
San Jose or Cupertino Area
Light phones and bookkeeping.
Cal 40E369.9400.
Flexible hours, 15-20 hrs/wk.
Computer & people skills a must.
HI TECH PUBLIC RELATIONS Fax resume to 408-295-6693.
Fast growing firm has entry-level &
internships avail. Requires tech$13.00 PER HOUR TO START!
nology affinity. news/PR writing,
Sales -Weekends & Evenings.
efficiency & warm personality.
Green Thumb Lawn Service
415-737.1186.
Start this Saturday.
408-253-8818.
SUMMER JOBS & P/T WORK
Western Staff Services will be
at the Student Union on
Wednesdays from 9am-lpm.
Pruneyard: 371-7171
Sunnyvale: 245-4850
San Jose Metro: 452-1911.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
to $2,000-i-/month. World travel.
SHARED HOUSING
Science & English papers/theses
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
exp necessary. For info. call SHARE LOVELY VICTORIAN HOME MATH TUTOR with 8 years exp. spell check and storage. APA.
1-206-6340468 ext. C60414.
on No. 5th St. with 2 males. All Algebra TO Engr. Math & Physics. Turabian and other formats.
amenkies, hot tub. $400. per mo. Ctacluate studert Khan: 295.3790. Resumes, editing, graphics
DOES YCUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? Utilities included. Non-smoker.
and other services available.
Earn $5.700 for the summer & Call 288-9444.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
enhance your resume working
WORD PROCESSING Cafl Paul cr Virginia 408251-0449.
for our 128 year-old company.
Call 287-5021 for more details.
HEALTHYBEAUTY
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
20 years experience
Professional Word Processing!
ELECTROLYSE CUNIC.
Edit/Format Specialist for
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
RENTAL HOUSING
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes Crow Projects. Resumes, Letters.
Specialist. Confidential.
APA TurabIan MLA
Manuscnpts. etc WordPerfect 5.1,
2 BR/1 BA APT. 571 So. 7th at
Your own probe or disposable.
if Laser IL All formats. specializing
Crammai,Rrctuaticri. Prasrg
Reed. Carport, cable, wash/dryer.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Tables/Charts/disk edit
$650/mo Avail 6/1& 8/1 268-0439
247-7486.
internstorial StudarieWeloans grammatical editing. Free disc
EARN 51000+ a mo. PT. selling a
10 minutes from campus!
storage. All work guaranteed!
unique product -not multilevel ma 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
Worry free, dependable. arcf prompt
Wing Call Mike a 310281-3780.
Large 2 bdrrn/2 ba. Very clean. Say no more! Come to Multicuts FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE! service. To aircict disappointment, call
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable. Beauty Salon. We guarantee the Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn now to reserve your time! Call
57.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Ample parking. Quiet with good Best Haircuts, Styles, Perms and around. Resumes, student papers, PAM 247-2681 (Sam-8prn). Plus
with scheduled increases.
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to the Best Customer Service ri town. correspondence. Worked with SJSU SweAdditional10%Per Referral
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
school. Responsive management. Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. & students for 15 years. Located 10
Fulkime or Part-time
We take advance deposits. receive a discount on any service. minutes from campus. Reasonable
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
$720 -$770/mo. Call 288-9157. Multicuts is located inside The rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
INSURANCE
FULL TRAINING
Mukicultural Center. 606 S. 2nd St., Ajob well done- always. Call Jane at
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? If corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome, Perfect Paper. (408)937-0373.
AUTO INSURANCE
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
you’re looking to live on your own, or call now for appt. 297-7589.
Campus Insurance Senoce
Medical/Dental Insurance
we have the perfect home for you! Ask for Ana, a Professional Stylist
NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Special Student Programs
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Studios from $520, Jr. 1 Bdrms for ow 12 years. English/Spanish.
Evening/Weekend appts Avail,
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Apply: Mon. -Fri. Sam- 5pm,
from $595. Call Timberwood
Fax Modem/HP LaserPnnting
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Vanguard Security Services
Apartments at 408.578-6800.
50% DISCOUNT?
Resumes, Letters. Theses,
"Good Rates for Non.Good Drivers"
3212 Scott BNd. Santa Clara.
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Spreadsheets. Copying. etc.
SPECAL DISCOUNTS
Near 1018 Sal Tomas Expressway. WALK TO SJSU. The Sands Apts.
Enhance your natural beauty!
I CAN MEET CUR TWING WS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car
460 So. 10th St. Carport and
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Low charge by page
CALL TODAY 296-5270
TEACHERS/TEACHERS AIDES laundry. 2/bdrm. - $675 mo.
Expires June 1st. 1995.
Available anytrne after 12COpm
FREE QUOTE
Looking for professional individuals 1/bdrm - $500. mo. Manager in
408379.3500
call (408)238-5089.
NO HASSLE
tr positions with infants, toddlers, apt. 10 or call 293-9840.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
NO OBLIGATION
preschool & extended day. Great
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
I MATE
TO TYPEI
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
working environment & oppty. for STATE HOUSE APTS
Campbell. CA 95008.
If this got your attention, give your
advancement. Immed. openings 508 So. 11th St.
serf a break. Let me do it for you!
FT & PT. ECE + experience pref. 2 Bdrm/2 Bath - $725.$775/mo.
ResOMES, terl {WM & theses. APA
SCHOLARSHIPS
Call Action Day 867-4515.
Security type building
format. $2.00 per double spaced
SERVICES
Close to SJSU
minimum. SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
page
/
5.00
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Free basic cable service
RESUME PREPARATION by Pick-up and Delivery $2.00. College & Grad students. Grades.
up to $120/week!
New management
member of Prof. Assn. Resume Cash only. Call Julie .445-0707.
SAT scores & 4e rict always a factor
Become a Sperm Donor.
Well maintained bldg.
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Recorded message gives details:
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. Mgr. 408-295.5256.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes. WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. 408-629-4098. arroircement #176.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
(408) 356-6782.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Contact California Cryobank 2 DORM. APARTMENT -5750/M.
*Term papers *Group projects NEED MONEY POR COLLEGE?
415-324-1900. M.F. 8-5pm.
Security type building
RESUMES: Full Service, Afford- *Thesis Letters *Applications
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" will
find it for you. Recorded
" Secure Parking
able, Quick Turnaround. Some *Resumes *Tape transcription. etc.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring
Close In
evening/Sat, hours, convenient Nursing/Math/Science/English.
message gives details.
today. 5 part time positions Modern Building
meeting places, Call Alexandra, Laser printer. Days & evenings.
510-490-2685 ext. 112.
available. Starting at $10/hour,
Free Basic Cable service
408.269.0822, noon-9pm.
7days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st
Laundry Room
come 1st serve basis. Call Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL!
408-249.8446 today!
(408) 295-6893.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing or
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. LESS THAN $300 FOR RENT using chemicals. Let us permaWork for environmental justice. per person in an enormous 3 bdrrn. nently remove your unwanted hair.
P/T evening positions for apt. (based on 3 person occupancy), Back - Chest Lip- Bikini -Chin
articulate and motivated per- Within biking distance to SJSU Tummy etc. Students & faculty
sons with opportunity for or jump on UV Rail.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
advancement, travel & benefits. Close and Quiet
1/2 price if made before June 1.,
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
Washer/Dryer Hookups
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
14 fLiltI7i Win appear in the nem Issue.
Call 288-7882 1. 4pm. E.O.E.
Air Conditioning
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
Triple -wide closets
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
ACROSS
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
Fitness Center
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
a childless couple become
1 Surrounded by
Billiards / Ping Pong
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
family. Carry a child for an Basketball / Tennis
5 Plant life
subject. Why suffer and get poor
Cook
by
infertile couple. Excellent
10
Pools / Spa
grades when help is just a call
110130101 111000 MUG
simmering
compensation: $17.000 +
Indoor Raquetball Court
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
101130121Z1 1011111113 11E11001
14 Clothier expenses. 800-308-7367.
Large 2 x 2 also available. college teacher) assists with
0E112130 MOM 121011121
Strauss
Prices won’t last.
research & writing. Tutorial also
01;1111111CIE11.1111E1 0011100
15 Hawaiian feasts
ALASKA SUMMER EMPUMAIENTI
279-2300
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
MIME 011111010011
16 Rabbits cousin
Earn thousands this summer in
Summerwind Apts.
Convenient Peninsula location.
17 Bazaar
canneries, processors, etc.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
11110111J 11111121 IMO
19 Verve
Male/Female. Room/Board/
ROOM TO ROAMI
Samples & references available.
01100 001111010111111001
Travel often provided! Guide. Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space Chinese & other langs. spoken.
20 Ceremonies
101E101113 IRON 012113P1111
Guaranteed success! (919) in our huge 2 bedroom condos. Foreigners welcome! Call today
21 Most capable
umanuciosiona MOM
929-4398 ext. A1070.
23 Works with
Split Master Suites, W/D, A/C. for free phone consultation:
11110 1011112 000
& more. Woodland Meadow. (415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
watercolors
to
$12/hr.
+
JOBS
Earn
RESORT
408-441-7800.
1300111011 1111110111111
25 Ukraine’s capital
WRITING HELP. Professional
tips. Theme parks, Hotels. Spas +
city
26
Ohio
Minn 01:11110111111101120
more. Tropical & Mountain destina GATEWAY APTS. 148 E. William editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost27 Serious
MOM 11110:1113 00IZICIE1
tions. Call 1-206-632-0150 ext. St. 2 bdrm/2 bath. Security type writing. Letters, reports, books,
30 Musical
For
etc.
articles,
theses,
parking.
essays,
IMMO AMIE 00000
Underground
building.
R60412.
composition
Close to SJSU. Free basic cable. more info please call Dave Bolick.
mom 11111Cdfl IMMO
31 Reward
VISA/MASTER510-601-9554.
pool
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn Game room w/ ping pong &
33 House part
Fqa,ure SymIcate
Big $SS + Free world travel table. Laundry room. Rent starting CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
35 Shade tree
(Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii, etc). at $750./mo. 947-0803. Noel or
36 Long. long FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
Summer/Permanent. No caper. Rosalind Luna,
28 Flew high
37 Impress greatly
2 Singer Torme
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
nec. Guide. (919) 929-4398 ext.
29 Dries off
3 ’L- Lived
38 Actor Carvey
Student Discounts.
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath
01070.
32 Fanatical
Before"
40 Loathe
Rent starting at $710. a month. Big-0-Tires. 2336 El Camino
34 Split
4 Journals
42 Small songbird
Real, Santa Clara.
Free cable. Laundry room.
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
39 Yerevan s
dish
43
Cheese
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 to4.
flex hours, for outgoing telephone 9th & E. William St. Call
country
45 Astray
281-4430.
Tricia or Robert 971-0869.
personality for National Ad Co.,
40 Embarrassed
47 Anthropologist
near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905.
41 NFL team
n bearers
Margaret 42 Nuttiest
;,ent
48 Handles (a tool)
44 Poet’s always
uinger Rogers
49 Light beams
46 Charges
and Fred 52 Helped
48 More prudent
10 Postponed
53 Steel ingredient
49 Take a
11 Fable
54 Good lodgment
FOR NATAL /AGENCY Rams CALL 408-924-3277
shine to
12 Long periods
59 Green -fleshed
50 Sere
of time
fruit
51 Planted
13 Departed
60 Go inside
52 -- Johnson
18 Obey
61 Tart
including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
of "Laugh-ln"
22 - -Hut
62 - St Vincent
55 Lennon s wife
23 Tree
Mil lay
56 Neither here
24 Certain grad
63 Go-getters
- there
25 Musical toy
64 Forest unit
57 Actress Lyon
26 - the line
Before
58
obeyed
DOWN
27 Behind the
1 lye Ira bal
terrestrial
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Certain advertisements in
these colianne mey refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add,
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully kweetigate all lima
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces,

DOI IHOOLIEIDOOMEIDOOTIOODOEICILJECILE
EIMOODOLJODEJEIMFO7LIO7HITMMEEOLJ
CIEIDOODECOMODOEHODOE17DOEILIEMEJF
DOOMOMEIFIFIE1177717EIFEICIDEDOOMFELJ
Ad Retest 3-line minimum
One

Two
Days

Day
$7
3 Ulnas
$5
$8
4 lbws
$6
$9
$1
5 iinos
$10
$S
iktise
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Please check
one classification:

Name
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13

$14

Flve Acid,ess
Days
$13 Cry & Stale
$14
once.
$15
$18

After the 111th day, rate Inenotteee by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housng
Greek Messages’ _Shared Housing*
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Ari"ouncements _Services
stand Found" ,,.Health/Beauty
_Ride Share*
_Vounreers*
_Insurance
,,,,For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment.

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
55J055 State Utile
San Jose, CA 95152.71114
Classified desk is located in Dwight Sentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 DO am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads
le Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL 14011921-3277

_Electronics*
_Wanted*
_Employment

_Travel
_Tutoring*
Word Processing

_OppOrtuntes

_Scholarships

in
Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Bomb: Carried in a rented minivan, authorities believe

From page 1
9:15 a.m., spokeswoman Janna Van
Meter said. No bomb was found.
No one knows precisely how many
people were in the federal building
Wednesday at the time of the blast.
Sen. Jim Inhofe, R-Okla., estimated that
there were about 810 people
560
employees and 250 non-employees.
Hundreds of rescue workers were
operating at an excruciatingly slow
pace, picking brick by brick in hopes of
finding survivors without loosing material that could further injure people

Court rules
against
Wilson
Attempt to block
’motor voter’ denied
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Gov.
Pete Wilson’s attempt to block
enforcement of the federal
"motor voter" law while he
challenges its constitutionality
was quickly and firmly rejected
Thursday by a federal appeals
court.
Only a few hours after hearing oral arguments, the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals issued
a brief ruling denying Wilson’s
request for a stay of a federal
judge’s enforcement order. The
unanimous three-judge panel
said Wilson had not "demonstrated a strong likelihood of
success" in his suit.
The law, which took effect in
most of the nation this year,
requires states to let people
register to vote when they
apply for drivers’ licenses or
welfare.
Wilson ordered state agencies last year not to implement
the law unless the federal government paid for it. But the governor has been ordered to
enforce the law by U.S. District
Judge James Ware, and has proposed a schedule to Ware calling for full implementation by
mid-June.
"We’re very encouraged that
the 9th Circuit has refused to
allow the governor to drag his
feet any longer in complying
with a law that will enfranchise
thousands of unregistered
California citizens," said Robert
Rubin of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights.
He was one of the lawyers for
minorities and voting-rights
groups that joined the Clinton
administration in defense of the
law.
Paul
spokesman
Wilson
Kranhold said the governor
probably would not appeal the
denial of a stay, but was "prepared to go all the way to the
Supreme Court" in his stillpending challenge to the law.
A stay is granted only when a
court decides enforcement will
cause hardship that outweighs
the harm of delay. Wilson’s
appeal, scheduled to be heard
in June by a different threejudge panel, will examine more
extensively the state’s constitutional objections to the law.
At least 637,000 new voters
registered in 27 states in
January and February under
the new law, according to an
Associated Press survey.
Contrary to most predictions,
the new registration has not
favored Democrats so far. But
supporters say implementation
of the law would change the
face of the electorate in
California, where whites make
up 54 percent of the population
and 80 percent of the voters.
with
all
Five
states,
Republican governors, have
refused to implement the law.
Besides California, federal
judges have ordered implementation in Pennsylvania and
Illinois, but a federal appeals
court has stayed enforcement
in Illinois until it hears arguments on the state’s appeal
next month.
The other two states are
South Carolina, where a ruling
Is pending, and Michigan,
where neither side has filed
suit.

inside or destroy evidence that could
lead to the killers.
The federal government deployed
200 FBI agents and more than 100 other
investigators to lead the search for the
suspected terrorists. State and local
law enforcement officials were working
on the case as well.
Early Thursday, the Oklahoma
Highway Patrol said it found a Chevrolet
Cavalier that may have been involved in
the bombing, and that "follow-up interviews" were being conducted.
Weldon Kennedy, the FBI agent in
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At this point, we have
literally hundreds of
leads to pursue.
Weldon Kennedy
FBI soot
ff

charge of the on-site investigation, said
he couldn’t comment on any interviews. He stressed that the agency did
not have anyone in custody who was

considered a suspect in the case.
"At this point, we have literally hundreds of leads to pursue," he said.
The El Paso Times reported that
Texas authorities had been searching
for "two men of Middle Eastern appearance," possibly wearing bloodied clothing, driving a Cavalier or Blazer toward
the Mexico border.
Police Sgt. Kim Hughes said
Thursday that authorities believe the
1,000-to-1,200-pound bomb was carried
in a National Car Rental minivan with
Texas license plates. Kennedy said

authorities have no evidence that there
was more than one bomb.
In Washington, a government counterterrorism official with knowledge of
the investigation said the explosion
van was found to have been rented by
a white Anglo male. Investigators also
found that the person gave an alias on
the car rental form.
Officials are investigating overseas
connections of various people who
were in the vicinity of the building and
may have overseas connections, he
said.
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Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it’s not just about being smart in the classroom, it’s about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATE It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here’s
something that’s easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money. You’ll he glad you did.
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